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GP MILANO is a brand by Milano Design Terminal Ltd , that produces eclectic 
design lamps ,founded by the Italian architect Gabi Peretto.  

  

This collection of lamps is called MINIMAL SHAPE & MAXIMUM MATERIAL. 
Because this collection born from the unity between minimal design and 
preciousness material 

 The design of the lamps is based on minimalism. This is an artistic movement 
that, starting from contemporary art, has progressively merged with rationalism 
in architecture and design. For this reason it has become the representative 
spirit of contemporaneity. The lamps are conceived as minimal, functional 
objects with essential lines. In addition, some natural elements such as river 
stones were used to enhance the essentiality. These stones are part of the Asian 
contemporary minimal art tradition. 

But the value of this collection is in the merge of minimalism, with the opposite 
exclusive and rich material. 

The minimalism of the forms, on the other hand, is contrasted with the richness 
and preciousness of the materials. For example, blocks of solid wood are used, 
shapes and turned parts in brass or copper, the surface finishes are gilded. 
Always high-end are the stone slabs and polished blocks used in the 
composition. Even the technologies used are not basic, but they are LED sources 
with high light output and low consumption. 

The collection is based on the balance and contrast  of these two forces, 
minimalism and maximalism. The result are very sophisticated pieces, with a 
refined taste, but without giving up the contemporaneity of minimalism.  
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Il minimalismo incontra l'arte astratta 



 

• #sculpturalform 

• #designwithdarkness 

• #minimalist 

• #sculpturalstone 

• #experimentaldesign 

• #brickdecor 

• #woodgrain 

• #rawedges 

• #symbolicsculptures 

 

 



Il minimalismo incontra l'arte astratta 
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NEOPLASTICISM 
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LIGHTHOUSE 



FCLOUD 



STREET LIGHT 



ORTHO 
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ORTHO NOIRE 



BRASS BELL 



BRASS BELL 



ALEX. CIPRIA 



7 ALEX NOIR 



SATELLITE 



36 

LAMPSHADE 



WALL ARM 





OXID 



72 LAVA  



SUNRISE 



80 

OLIS 





FLASH 





17 NET FOUR GLASS 



14 CALDER 



CONSTANTIN 



60 SPAZIO NOIR 



MILANOTECNICA 
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ROMA 



FIRENZE 





62 BARCA 



103 SONDA 



INNER RING 



98 

BARCELONA 



INNER RING 



OLIS  FLOOR 



120 BARCA. WALL 



82 

APOLLO COPPER 



85 BUBBLE BLACK 



MARIONETTE 



FREESTYLE 



WINDOW 



WINDOW 



GP MILANO is a brand by Milano 

Design Terminal LTD that produces 
eclectic design lamps ,founded by the 
Italian architect Gabi Peretto. You can  
find  more  information by  visit in  our  
website www.gabiperetto.com or by 
contacting us info@gabiperetto.com 
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